DKE - A labor of Love
Gonny Willems

In celebration of what we have experienced in the academic years
2014-2015 and 2015-2016, the students of our study association Incognito
have compiled this yearbook for our student body and staff.
An important milestone last academic year was the name change of our
Department to the Department of Data Science and Knowledge Engineering, in short still DKE. I also remember cozy movie nights for our students
(e.g., the movie Her in which “the leading man falls in love with his OS”),
interesting lecture series by our staff (e.g., “Why roboticists love data scientist”), interactive Business days with many companies (e.g., Navabi, a plus
size couture company stating “We just love curves”) and amazing incognito
weekends (where I am sure “some sparks flew and early love bloomed”).
So you see, although DKE viewed from the outside in may appear to be
only about “zeros and ones” and hardcore knowledge engineering, we are
actually all about love. And so is this yearbook, a labor of love and full of
good memories.
For some of you, your time at DKE ends this year with a beautiful future
ahead. As DKE graduate your will pursue further academic or corporate
adventures. Some of you may even found your own start-up. I am confident
that the lessons you learned here, both academically and as a member of
our kindhearted community, provided you with a toolkit for success. On behalf of our staff I wish you all good luck and fun on the road ahead. A word
of advice, “Relax”! You really cannot fail. Sometimes you may be taken of
track, have some bad experiences or doubts, but they will just move you in
the right direction. In the end, your greatest accomplishment in live will be
to get to know yourself.
For those of you who will stay with us another year, we are happy we can
postpone our farewell. Another year of “blood (study) sweat and tears”, but
also a time to enjoy your student life and make friends for a lifetime. Your
experiences will be part of next year’s edition of the DKE yearbook!
I want to extend a warm thanks to those of you who made this 5th edition
of the DKE yearbook possible. In a couple of days, all of us will enjoy some
well-deserved holidays. Stay in touch and enjoy the summer!
On behalf of the staff of DKE,
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Gonny Willems
Manager (aka “ms. Director”)
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BOB
6
Toga
Party!
Younger Valentin

June is a month of celebration. From weddings to
graduations, glee is in the air. At DKE, we decided to turn back
the clock. And we really meant it. We went back to Ancient
Greece! In this glorious edition of our last block opening drinks
of the year, many people came together to celebrate a good
year spent together. Beer was flowing and so were togas. A
fierce competition took place to award Mister or Miss Toga.
In order to rank the contestants, they were asked to pose and
make power stances. Stan Kerstjens had a great go at it. James
Rolls and his beard earned honorable mentions. But in the end,
this is Valentin Calomme who walked away with the lorals.
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DKE - OMGWTFBBQ
Younger Valentin

A year at DKE is not complete without its legendary end of the year
BBQ. Staff, students, professors and friends alike came together in our
lovely garden to celebrate yet another great year at the department
of knowledge engineering. It was a hot sunny day and passions were
tangled because of the World Cup. Students sported their favorite
teams by wearing jerseys or by also painting their faces. Our great bar
staff made sure than no one would go thirsty and our trusty grillers
made sure that no one would go hungry. The great evening continued
in the city and the park. What a great way to tell each other a see you
later before heading out to our summer adventures.
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Intro Week - End
Younger Valentin

Day 1. It’s a sunny day at the Broeder Bertus. Our adventures arrived
at their start location and set up camp in their dormitories. Team Harry
Potter, strong of its elf (Nathan Dobbie), centaur (Valentin Calomme)
and giant (Gabi Ras), seemed oddly confident in the task ahead. In the
meantime, team Song of Ice and Fire and Star Wars were plotting to
take control of the thing. After a great pub quizz that was interrupted
by a onesie attack, an impromptu karaoke session took place and of
course, Angels was sung. Afterwards, shady drinking games and very
skilliful beer pong could be observed.

Day 2. The round of observation was over. There was no time for the
teams to pace themselves. They had to go all in. After an oddly violent
game of Blind Pacman and intense fencing matches,, our masterful
organizers unleashed the pièce of resistance. The role-play live action
game. Armed with their mighty swords, the teams went on their quests
to conquer the thing. Altercations alongside the woods took place and
strategy went into place to defeat the mighty beast. It was only after
a series of witty riddle that the thing could be conquered. After a long
day, it was around a fire that all teams came together and celebrated
a successful quest.

Day 3. After a long night sleep, we packed our bags and headed back
to our humble town of Maastricht. What a mighty weekend that was.
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BOBS - 2014 / 2015
Younger Valentin

BOB 1
Block opening drinks are always fun. But let’s be honest. The first one of the
year is always one of the better ones. You get to reconnect with everyone you
lost touch with during the summer and you get to celebrate in anticipation
of a great year ahead. In our usual quarters at the Twee Heeren, the party
went on all night long. Beer flowed thanks to our lovely TasKE members and
the atmosphere was great. Summer is over, but the best part of the year is
just coming.
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BOB 2
After a tumultuous general
assembly, we all headed out to
the Twee Heeren with our newly
elected board. Valentin Calomme,
our new chairman, was leading
a group composed of our vicepresident, Gabi Ras, our secretary,
Bas Willemse, our internal
commissioner, Milan Woudenberg,
our treasurer, Nathan Dobbie,
and our IT commissioner, Geert
Konijnendijk. The block opening
drinks was more special than
usual since we received visits from
Aperture, Eunitas, Lunatik and
even Incognito. Yes, you read that
right! Utrecht also has a study
association called Incognito and
they decided to make the trip
to congratulate our new board.
Needless to say, the night was fun!

BOB 3 are always more mellow.
Maybe some New Year’s Eve PTSD?
Who knows. Anyway, even with a
limited amount of participants, we
still managed to make this night
count. Our trusty TasKE members
made sure to keep everyone
properly hydrated and blasted some
sweet tunes. Say whatever you want
about the block opening drinks, they
are always fun!

BOB 4
No wooden spoon here because we are all winners. No, just kidding, we
just couldn’t find a cool wooden spoon to hand out to the worst team. For
the 4th block opening drinks, we decided to spice things up by combining
two of our favourite activities. Answering questions that no one knows
the answer of, and beer. From sports, to history, to the history of science
fiction, our brains were teased mercilessly by the question master. It was
yet another great block opening drink.

BOB 5
The sunny days are back and the end of the year seems to get closer and
closer every day. Let’s celebrate! For the 5th block opening drinks of the
year, we decided to stick with a Flower Power theme. A great excuse to
pull out our tacky t-shirts, weird sunglasses and flower necklaces. A great
night powered by 1960s hits and good vibes. Marcell Ignezci and his lovely
girlfriend Audrey Merlivat won our costume contest and got to go home
with a sweet beer mug. What a night.
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Incognito Events - 2014 / 2015
Younger Valentin

ALL YOU CAN EAT SPARE RIBS
At DKE, we like our meat. In a cold December weather, nothing can cheer
you up more than some all you can eat ribs. After a little walk through the
annual Christmas on the Vrijthof, we got together on the first floor of the
Twee Heeren. We then spent a great evening devouring copious amount
of delicious ribs. James Rolls led the charge and ended with an impressive
amount of 5 plates of ribs. Some of us tapped out much earlier, but the
most important part was that we all had a great evening and we all went
home with a belly full of food and comradery.

KAFE PIETER COLLINS - From Guess Engineering to Knowldge Engineering
In the first year, we come across this strange concept that our calculators and
computers do make mistakes. Shocking at first, it becomes an increasing
challenge in many applications. Pieter Collins was kind enough to give us
some insight on this issue. As a project, he developed a software that tackles
rounding and numerical approximation tasks in a rigorous way and showed
us how meaningful it could be. For this KafE, the upstairs room of the Twee
Heeren was jammed pack and the focus was all on Pieter. This is one of the
many reasons DKE is a special place. On a cold weeknight, students and
lecturers still decide to come together to discuss about topics.
CANTUS
When you talk Incognito event, you talk about Cantus. The oldest event
held by Incognito struck again this year. In our beer-flooded home of the
Beurs, jolly participants wearing their new Incognito polos gathered with
glee. The night began with the traditional Io Vivat and national Anthems.
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BUSINESS DAY
We all come to university for a reason and it’s not drinking. Of course, we
want to have fun during our studies, but the ultimate goal is to land a job
at the end. This is why going to events like the business day is important. On
top of getting an excuse to wear a nice suit, you also get to talk to potential
employers, give and receive business cards and create your network for the
future. This year’s edition was special because it was the first one happening
at Tapijn and it was also the first hot day of the year. Presentations from our
own CodePoKE, RapidMiner, Alten, the centre of Entrepreneurship and a PhD
student kept the students entertained throughout the day. It was yet another
successful business day that ended in a friendly informal drink.
INCOGNITO PLAYS POOL
We all brag to be great at bar sports, ranging from darts, to shuffle boards
to beer pong. But the granddaddy of ‘em all stays pool. Incognito decided
that it would be a good idea to get some people together and play pool and
they were right. Nothing more relaxing than the sound of the cue ball hitting
the others, while drinking a cold one. Some matches were competitive, some
were downright outrageous by their level of play, but in the end, we all had
fun. We also got to witness some incredible shots that may or may not have
been accidental.

CANTUS (Follwing)
Then the night went along to the sound of songs like We Will Rock You, 99
Luftballons or even Clementine. Tables were hit, page numbers were yelled and
most importantly, rules were broken. We had the pleasure to witness of the
finest Kangaroo execution in a long time thanks to our own Peter. Overall, not
much to say besides that Cantus is always a great night! Thank you TasKE!
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2015
L : “Wasn’t Luuk supposed to be there?”
M : “Yeah he was either sleeping or having sex...
Or both”
L : “Sometimes you just need to take a nap
after sex.
We call that the napsex problem.”

-Luc Linders && Milan Woudenberg, 2016
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DKE - Introduction Day
Jade

As the sun was shining high in the sky, the geese chasing each other,
the donkeys braying in the park, ninety-seven new students made
their entrance into a small faculty almost no one knew. Surprise, even
girls were part of the adventure! Naïve and innocent , those teenagers/
young adults hadn’t suspected yet, that their lives would be changing
forever…
After a little tour in the city, some pictures and a visit to the Twee
Heren, the trials began. How to lift a pail without entering a circle,
how to free the sun, and how to lead a ball through pipes to a bucket,
held little secrets for us anymore!
As the saying goes, after the effort comes the comfort! Incognito
welcomed us at Bouillon with a great barbecue and some beer.
However, as the clouds started to overshadow this get-together, a
new challenge was waiting to be taken up, a last obstacle had to be
overcome: the delivery of glasses on a tray. This hasn’t been achieved
yet. The legend says that even wine bottles can drop…
There were ninety seven, how many will be left?
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BOB 1 - Pimp My Shirt!
Jonathan Samuel Nicholas Small

Bob 1, a time to make new friends and celebrate the start of your
studies. Add a little paint, some creative souls and we quickly learnt
the Van Goghs from the Van go aways. Friendships were born and we
were all ready to commence the new year.

*Clears the tables*
“I do that all the time, I’m a waitress. I literally
do that for a living”
*Drops a full bottle of wine on the floor two
seconds afterwards*
- Megan Willemsen, New Years drinks, 2016

POS Teacher : “How did you think David did
during this tutorial?”
Sidney : “David, you’re beautiful”
- Sidney Jacobs, POS lecture, 2015

“OMG!! Kelk is not wearing a ring!! He’s not
married!”
- Iulia Feroli (and the whole lecture hall tbf),
DM Lecture, 2015
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Incognito - Board Game Nights
Valentin Calomme

We have all, at some point in our life, uttered the sweet sentence: “I’ll make my own! With blackjack and hookers!”. And guess
what? We did. Within Incognito, we had always felt that we needed
an event occurring every block where students could just come together and relax. Now, we already have our block opening drinks, but
we were thinking about something more casual and laid back. Then,
out of thin air, the idea came up. Why don’t we just hold board game
nights?! We had found our blackjack! And we found hookers in our
cards against humanity decks.
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Thanks to the hospitability of Gijs-Jan and the entire CodePoKE
family, we also found a home. Shattering all expectations, more than
70 people showed up to the first installment in early September. The
night was wild. From wild games of Werewolves to impromptu games
of tag to more complicated games I still don’t understand, the board
game nights were a frank success of this school year. They quickly became a household name for the average knowledge engineering student. Each edition had their own charm. The one in December with its
Christmas carols being blasted through makeshift speakers or the one
in February with all of the assassinations taking place.
Board game nights were truly memorable and we hope that they will
remain an anchor event in the future.
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Archery

Milaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaan
Archery
Who doesn’t think at least one of the following characters is cool: Legolas,
Katniss, Hawkeye, Robin Hood, Brave. Exactly. No one. So plenty of
reason to try our hands at archery ourselves, which is what we did at the
beginning of the academic year on September 23th. We had to travel
through treacherous lands all the way to the border of Belgium where a
local archery club is located, but boy was it worth it.
We were first welcomed by the club members, who introduced us to the
sport that is archery. Then after some trial rounds, we shot our arrows as
part of a grueling competition, and here are the results:
1. Henry 244			
9. Damiaan 194
2. Oskar 233			
10. Thomas 177
3. Milan 230			
11. Megan 164
4. Sidney 226			
12. Markus 158
5. Alex 205			
13. Jade 156
6. Maxim 203			
14. Luuk 150
7. Len & Manu 202		
15. Emma 148
				16. Iulia 130
Of course, shooting arrows on its own is plenty of fun. But we
wouldn’t be proper students if we didn’t go for a drink (or multiple
drinks) afterwards across the border in a Belgian pub. This was
a great way to end off the night, as the other guests in the pub
were simply hammered so that made for some funny moments.
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Easter Egg Hunt
Jonty Really Small

As Easter came we were able to stop searching for bugs in our code
and start searching for precious Easter eggs. New parts of the faculty
previously undiscovered were found in the endeavor for the coveted
DKE polo shirts. Hunting packs were formed and frantic scrambles
occurred once someone caught a glimpse of the eggs. Legend says
there are still hidden eggs somewhere in Maastricht, most likely hiding
where the second years go when there is an incognito event

BOB 2 - Halloween Party!

Iulia Feroli, The (Mc)Queen

Twas the night before the night before Halloween,
when all through Twee Heeren
Not one dull costume or bored face was seen,
Nor one glass left empty, without alcohol within.
The monk and the prostitutes finally made peace
And heroes with villains danced, it was bliss!

So could one describe the atmosphere at the second BOB – the
Halloween Special. On the 28th of October the party was on yet again
to celebrate the beginning of a new chapter in the DKE student’s life.
The costume dress-code was a hit bringing out the spooky and fab out
of everyone as they did their best to succeed the costume competition.
The winners were Audrey, Irme and Kareem with their takes on Harley
Quinn, 16th century fashionista and Hitman 47; and were rewarded
with free drinks.
It was an amazing night and a great way to fill up on socializing and
drinks before the courses really kicked in and we wish to see even
more people join us in the celebration at future Block Opening Balls!
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MysteryLAN
MIsteryLAN - stery.

Every year our IT committee aims to organize around two Lan
Parties to let out everyone’s inner nerd. A weekend of 24/7 gaming
(sometimes interrupted by naps) held at the CodePoke offices. These
Friday afternoons you’ll see many students dragging their computers
and computer accessories around Maastricht just for this reason. Games
like League of Legends, Hearthstone, Call of Duty, Smash Brothers
and Left 4 Dead 2 are always present during these Lan Parties.
Armed with mouse, keyboard, easy pants, warm comfy sweaters and
an unknown amount of caffeine, these valiant warriors went to war
against each other inside these games, to prove once and for all that
they are the best of DKE. The hearthstone tournament being the most
notable of these “wars”. After a rough first try for a hearthstone

During both Lan’s this year we changed to a soft full weekend
tournament, giving multiple hours of time to complete a match
so no other gaming activities would be disrupted. For this year Bas
Willemse and Len Vandelaer took their titles as king of the Tavern
during both parties. We of course extend our congratulations to the
anonymous winners of the other tournaments, whose names are sadly
lost in time and date. However a special congratulations still goes out
to the winners of the 3v3 League of Legends ARAM tournament, for
being able to tilt a legend into oblivion. Sidney, Jonty and Thomas
your deserved (cough cough cough) win of the ARAM tournament did
leave us with some incredibly funny moments.
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Incognito Camp - The Olympic

Jade

Games

13th of November…
In the beautiful town of Maastricht…
There was a bustling excitement in the air. As Pietro was dismissing the first
years, around forty enthusiastic DKE students rushed to the station. There,
they were to wait for the coach that would lead us to the secret location of
the Incognito Camp. Only the bus driver and some of the members of FiKtiE
knew our final destination. At least that’s what we thought before getting
lost in the woods during the middle of the night…
Anyway, once we arrived all safe and sound, and after quickly putting away
our luggage in the bedrooms while fighting about who would be whose
bed buddy, we went downstairs to socialize with the upper years. Our chefs
cooked spaghetti so that people would not get drunk too quickly . Indeed,
they had planned a Cantus that pretty much made everyone “tipsy”.
After some well-known songs including the now famous “Total Eclipse of the
Heart” , both Luucks went wild. Luc ended up kissing a penguin, while Luuk
did other stuff . Half of the group sat around a bonfire with a group they
didn’t even know, singing some songs, while others danced liked their lives
depended on it. In the end, everyone went to bed, and fell asleep pretty
shortly after. Well except for that one room who kept gossiping for hours
and hours. Little did they know that the “window” above their door was
broken and that pretty much everyone could hear them. When they finally
realized it (Don’t think they were smart enough to notice it by themselves,
Job had to come over and tell them…) , the only thing that came to their
minds was not that they should shut the **** up, but that they could throw
cushions at people’s face when they wanted to go to the bathroom… And
that is what happened the next morning!
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#SpaghettiNeverForgetti
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Olympics - Second Day
Jade

14th November
After a good night of sleep, the village of Kinrooi woke up…
Six teams. Six nations . This day was their day. This day was THE
day! The day where the Olympic Games were launched. The day
people fought for their country*, the day challenges were taken
up, the day war started, the day friendships were created.
This lovely Saturday started with a crate race. The competition
was tough. People jumped, people fell. Some team helped each
other, others not so much. In the end, one team had achieved by
far the best score and while we know that the Chinese team was
AWESOME , we do not remember who got first.
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Right after that, in order to recover from the intense physical effort
we had just provided, waffles were waiting for us in the dining hall.
Little did we know that in the second challenge we needed to devour
them as fast as possible with the help of our compatriots.
The afternoon was much more relaxed though.
The sun had gone and the rain had come . All social/communitarian
tensions vanished and two big groups started to appear. In both, lying
was the key to the victory. Some people played poker, while other
were attacked by werewolves . As usual, the campaign for the mayor
card was difficult. Legendary slogans were invented: “I’ve been here
for twelve years !”, “Welcome to the wonderful village of Landgraaf”.
Trusty relationships were broken, in both games I guess. Although I
wouldn’t know, Landgraaf needed the help of innocent people, and
I could not leave its inhabitants to their fate. While we were warmly
wrapped up on the bunkbeds playing, others were brave enough to
play football outside. We haven’t heard of them since…
Eventually, the sun went down .
After another good meal, the night went on again. James, although in
America, concocted a wonderful pubquizz where, again, the Chinese
were the best. This time, even if we were still full with alcohol, the
craziness was completely different. This time, the magic of Twister had
reached all of us! Thanks to the devil master of the wheel, positions some
people would never have been able to master sober, were captured
forever in Megan’s camera... That pretty much kept the bunch of nerds
we truly are, busy for the whole night. After another session of gossip, it
was time to shut our eyes .
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Camp - Last day
Jade

Another morning in the village of Kornooi had begun.
With the party almost finished – almost – some prizes needed to be
handed out! Although China should have won the piñata, another
team got to break the unicorn Emma was trying to protect with her
own life (namely Iulia ripped its head off). Some other surprises were
given to the “guy that could or could not handle alcohol”, and to “the
girl that got the prize because another guy didn’t do anything that
week-end.”
And there we were, at the end of this wonderful adventure, altogether
in the bus. Everyone thinking that this epic weekend will be forever

Movie Night - Her
Luuk Van Egeraat

“Megan, you eat ribs like a man.”
- Callum Clark, TasKE Ribs Night, 2016

Most of you spend many hours a day in the lecture room of
Tapijn. But imagine for a second you go there during the night to
watch a movie. How cool would that be? That’s exactly what we
did on January 11th as we sat down to watch the 2013 Oscar-winning
movie Her, starring Joaquin Phoenix, Scarlett Johansson and Amy
Adams, among others.
The movie is about a lonely writer buying an operating sytem which is
designed to meet his every need. This OS has a personality and feelings
and comes across as an actual person inside a computer (whether
these feelings can be considered legitimate is up for debate), and the
writer forms an unlikely relationship with it (or “Her”). The movie
hence articulates some controversial developments in the world of
AI, making it interesting to us nerds at DKE. What’s more, is that it
does this in a funny and heart-warming way.
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The people in attendance at Tapijn sat cosily as they watched the
movie unfold. It’s definitely something we want to do again!
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BOB 3 - Constitution Drink
VBoy

This year, we decided to hold a new year’s drinks at the
department to celebrate the new year. Staff and students put
on nice outfits and came together over a glass of bubbles in the
Tapijn common room. A band played during the evening to make
it even more joyful. As this was also a constitution drink for our
board, boards from other associations came to congratulate us.
After all of this was done, we headed to the Twee Heeren for
our traditional block opening drinks. Celebrating the new year
continued as we brought sparkling cider for the occasion. Members
of other boards kept coming throughout the night to wish us good
luck. Overall, it was a nice BOB, and I am not going to lie, being
able to wear a bow tie in a bar always makes for a good evening!
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BOB 4 - Character Dress-up
Jonty Small

Our fallen friends from abroad returned and were set upon by all
manner of creatures and villains. A fitting introduction to a year full
of girls which like those comic characters are fictional concepts to your
average DKE-er.
Drinks were shared and the first years were finally able to meet the
mystical Travellers they had heard all about. The rumours were all
true...

The Guild of Assassins
James Rolls, Chief of TasKE

Come one, come all and listen well, for I have a great story to tell,
a story of intrigue, betrayal, guilt and brutal murder. 2016 saw the
creation of the Guild of Assassins within Incognito, a dark and sinister
group, dedicated to who knows what end. The group announced its
presence with a call for prospective members to join. After signing up,
we all received our weapons and our targets with which we would
battle the others until we were the last one standing. After several
weeks of planning, cajoling and back-stabbing, the winner emerged
blood-stained and victorious. Their name whispered forever more
with envy, awe and just a hint of fear. Once the dust settled it was
agreed that new auditions should be held to test the mettle of all
surviving members with new methods of assassination.

Pr. Stelios: “Today we are talking about how to
create filters on images”
Valentin: “Seems like this degree is finally
paying off! #InstaFame”
- Valentin Calomme, 2016
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AKtiE - Poker Night
Luuk

EduKatiE - Jerry Spanaki
David Natarajan

Big Data or Not Big Data: Monitoring Causality and
Prediction
We have all seen footage of professional poker players, geared up
in their trademark hoodies, sunglasses and earplugs. They reveal
nothing yet see everything. Incognito wanted to find out whether
we have any great pokerfaces walking around at the department,
and so we had a Poker Night in the common room of DKE. Of
course, we played the universally most popular version of poker
called No Limit Texas Hold ‘Em.
We don’t usually organize events in the common room of DKE, but
it created a pleasant atmosphere as we could sit on the couches
and chairs and have a nice two-hour poker tournament. We
maintained a semi-professional structure, as we had a poker clock
running and a tournament director making sure the tables were
well-divided and solving any issues at the tables. Of course, in the
end it was all about fun, and fun was had as we had some pretty
wacky confrontations with weird hands.
In the end, one player prevailed, busting out Jonty Small to win the
15-man tournament and he goes by the name of ‘Big Stack’ Jesse de
Vries. His Jack-Seven managed to beat Jonty’s King-Eight, despite
Jonty’s hand being the favourite hand. However, already on the
flop Jesse’s hand got ahead of Jonty’s by hitting a Seven. Jonty was
not able to hit a King or Eight anymore. Therefore, your 2015-1016
Incognito Poker Champion: Jesse!

After relocating to DKE’s Tapijn Kazerne department building with
the overwhelming interest in the event, Jerry Spanakis treated the
students of DKE and other departments to a wonderfully insightful
lecture about emerging field of “data science”. He highlighted some
potential misconceptions about data science and proposed interesting
interpretations of buzz words like “big data” for the audience to consider.
Jerry is a postdoc at DKE and his research interests include the areas of
text information retrieval, topic modelling, machine learning, pattern
recognition, data (text) mining and (deep) neural networks. He is also
involved in the interdisciplinary project “Train your brain, think slim!” in
collaboration with the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience (FPN)
of Maastricht University. Through the paradigm (and the experience) of
ThinkSlim project Jerry gave us insight on how to design a data collection
application and presented a small demo of his app. Exploratory data
analysis techniques lead the way to the next part of the presentation
which searched for the answer to the question of correlation versus
causality where Jerry provided a framework to handle this issue. Finally,
the last part of the presentation focused on how to use machine learning
in a simple way to give answers and solutions to a prediction problem
from longitudinal data which was certainly enlightening.

“Thomas, when was the last time you pulled?”
-Matteo Maggiolo during a project meeting,
2016
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BOB 5 - Incognito Birthday Bash
Jonty

WARNING The cake is a lie! Incognitos birthday Bob was a night
for fancy pants and long dresses. Cake was gourged upon and Fanta-stic beer was drunk.
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DKE - Datathon
VBoy

With the name of the department changed to include “Data
Science”, it would only make sense that we participated in a
Datathon! We were invited by Xomnia, a data science company based
in Amsterdam, to their first annual datathon. All AI studies of the
Netherlands were present and it could only lead to fierce competition.
Our team was composed of bachelor and master students, of 4 different
nationalities. The theme of the datathon was Sustainable Fishing, and
who doesn’t want to help the fishes?! We were given data regarding
the catches, the fish themselves, the pollution of the ocean and other
facts about the global situation of the fishing world. We decided to
work on a predator-prey model in order to understand better how
fish farms could be improved. After 24 hours of data crunching, red
bull drinking and barely sleeping, we came up with a nice solution for
a predator-prey model including 3 major species of fish and modelling
their reproduction rate, their speed, their lifespan, hungriness and
even hunting tactics. We then presented our product to the jury. Even
though we ended up not winning, this was an interesting experience.
We hope to do better next time!
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EduKatiE - Steven Kelk
Luuk Van Egeraat

I’m only happy when it rains: Why negative results in
computer science should be celebrated and not feared.
April 12th was a rainy Wednesday, but we should be happy about
it. This is what we learned from our very own (and one and only)
dr. Steven Kelk as he told us about why negative results in computer
science should be celebrated, not feared! Steven is only “happy when
it rains” (quoting the 1995 classic song by Garbage) when it comes to
problems in computer science. Not only was his approximately 1 hour
long talk very interesting - even attracting an innocent UCM student,
it was filled with Star Wars, Pokémon and cat references which made
all our nerdy hearts glow.
This is the abstract of the talk:
At the theoretical end of computer science there are many negative
results of the form “this problem is provably horribly, horribly difficult
to solve with a computer”. Yet many of these problems are solved
routinely on a daily basis. So where did the hardness go? In some case
the hardness is simply ignored (with consequences of varying severity)
while in other cases the hardness is embraced. In this talk I will give
an overview of how applied computer science has responded to these
theoretical challenges, referring to the research field of phylogenetics
(the science of constructing evolutionary trees) as a case-study.
Ultimately I will argue that a Jedi computer scientist must embrace
the dark side (hardness) to truly understand the power of the light side
(effective software and algorithm development). If any UCM students
are still reading, which I very much doubt: there will also be references
to Chomsky and Foucault.
In the end, yes Steven, apparently a UCM student was reading. After
the talk, Steven joined a group of students at the nearby Tapijn bar
where we enjoyed his presence with some drinks. We would like to
thank Steven for his time and effort!
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DKE - Career day
VBoy

Studying at DKE has many advantages. Good professors, nice staff,
ducks running around near the lecture hall and many others. But
the one that we often forget is that studying here offers us a great
opportunity to land a good job. Events like the career day are here to
make students understand that.
This year’s edition was significantly different from what had been done in
the past. The event started in the afternoon with a networking lunch for
the participating companies. Among them, KE@Work companies such
as Vodafone and Mediaan, German companies like Adesso, Navabi,
Bluepond and RapidMiner, as well as Dutch companies like Xomnia,
TOPDesk and CZ. After the great lunch provided by Backforward, our
attendees arrived sharply dressed and invested the lecture hall of our
dear building Z. 10 minutes presentations from companies gave students
a good idea of what they could expect from working at the companies.
After thanking our companies for coming to the event, we proceeded
to the speed dates. Also a new addition to the career day programme,
they were a success. Students got to talk in small groups to each
company’s representatives for 7 minutes. Students and representatives
alike engaged in active discussions. After the speed dates were over,
everyone rejoiced as the bar opened. After a successful day exchanging
business cards and handshakes, a nice cold drink is always welcome.
This edition was a real success and I, on behalf of Incognito, would like
to give a huge thank you to Ellen Narinx for all of her work and help
throughout the year in order to make the event what it ended up to be.
Without her positive attitude, encouragements and advice, this would
not have been possible.
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Awards / Superlatives

Incognito

Year One, the best of all

Incognito Board of 2015-2016:
Valentin Calomme – Chairman && External commissioner
Milan Woudenberg - Vice President
Bas Willemse - Vice President
Sidney Jacobs – Secretary
Maarten Weber- Treasurer
Luuk van Egeraat – Internal commissioner
Pieter Schaap – IT commissioner
Committees
AKtiE, RedaKtiE, TasKE, EduKatiE, FiKtiE, ProKtiE, HacKErs,
Financial Committee
After an extremely successful year for Incognito, we would like to
thank all of the active members who made the Incognito related
activities possible. See you next year!
Love love <3
Refrain:
I have no thirst for knowledge
I have a thirst for beer
I have no thirst for science,
The unknowns are drinking here!
Professors old and cranky, They grade my papers low But I was out
from drinking, They act like they dont know!
(Refrain)
Tomorrow I will feel bad I cannot drive my car
my class only commences at arrival in the bar!
(Refrain)
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Most Likely to be arrested:
Jonty Small

Most likely to marry a robot:
Corneliu Vasilov

Most likely to star in
infomercial:
Katla Solnes

Most likely to become a
lecturer:
Kamil Bujnarowski

Most likely to skip an 8:30
Corneliu Vasilov

Most likely to be banned
from Sharing is Caring
Lukas aka Her Rero

Most likely to have a crush
on a lecturer :
Iulia Feroli

Most likely to become a
hermit:
Kamil Bujnarowski

Most likely to be found in the
Allah at 6am:
Noone can compete with
Arturo

Poor life choices
Jade Cock

Biggest social butterfly:
Megan Willemsen
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Awards / Superlatives
Year Two

Most Likely to be arrested:
Callum Clark

Year Three
Most Likely to be arrested:
James Rolls

Most likely to marry a robot:

Most likely to marry a robot:

Fabian Schmitt

Rob Bogie

Most likely to star in
infomercial:
Paul Disbeschl

Most likely to become a
lecturer:
Taghi Aliyev (I KNOW HE’S
A MASTER STUDENT :D)

Most likely to skip an 8:30
Milan Woudenberg
Most likely to be banned
from Sharing is Caring
Jonás Vacek

Most likely to have a crush
on a lecturer :
Steven has been mentionned.
A LOT.

Most likely to become a
hermit:
All of them?

Most likely to be found in the
Allah at 6am:
Sorry, Arturo nailed it

Most likely to star in
infomercial:
Valentin Calomme

Most likely to become a
lecturer:
Bas Willemse

Most likely to skip an 8:30
Felix Taschbach
Most likely to be banned
from Sharing is Caring
Florian Fuss

Most likely to have a crush
on a lecturer :
Carmen Zarco Lens

Most likely to become a
hermit:
James Rolls

Most likely to be found in the
Allah at 6am:
Arturo Sanchez

Poor life choices
Arturo Sanchez

Poor life choices

Biggest social butterfly:

Callum Clark

Carmen Zarco Lens

Biggest social butterfly:
Vangelis Trikoupis
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Farewell 2014-2016!
So, that was it. I hope you enjoyed going through this yearbook and
recollecting memories about either participating in the events or studying
hard at home. No other option. We have all had our fair share of numbers
and code this year but this yearbook should serve as a reminder that there
is so much more to DKE than just that.
Incognito has always been about providing that little extra flavour to
your studies, whether that be recreationally or academically. Of course,
nobody can do this on their own. It is therefore that I, on behalf of the
Board, would like to thank not only the active members of Incognito but
also all students who have shown interest in our endeavors this past year.
Special thanks go out to the redaKtiE crew who have been working long
and hard on making sure you now have this yearbook in your hands.
As DKE is growing and evolving, so are we. The number of first years
increases every year and as a result the attendances to our events have
increased and so has the size of the group of members. A lot of our efforts
go into accomodating these changes and using them to our, but most
importantly, your advantage. As we continue to grow, we foresee a future
where we can do more and we can do it better. We hope you will be a
part of it.
Enjoy your holidays, whatever you plan on doing. Just know that next
year we will be ready to provide an extra flavour to your studies again.
Luuk van Egeraat
Internal Commissioner
President of RedaKtiE
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